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Abstract

This study focuses on the feasibility of a detector-electrode for direct alpha measure-

ment in aqueous samples. Such a device could be made by adding a boron doped dia-

mond electrode on top of a standard silicon detector, with bonding and insulating layers.

The impact of these different layers has been investigated by Monte-Carlo simulation

(MCNP6), to find a compromise between alpha detection of the silicon, electrode and

shielding properties of the diamond. The assembly process involving thermocompression

between both substrates was successfully achieved under a clean room conditions.

Keywords: Alpha particle spectrometry, CVD diamond, Electrode, Monte-Carlo
simulation, Thermocompression bonding, Silicon detector

1. Introduction1

In the field of nuclear measurement, alpha particle spectrometry is used to identify2

radionuclides, mainly actinides, and to quantify them through their activity. It is carried3

out usually by using two different methods which require several chemical processes for4

the separation of radionuclides, in order to generate a radioactive source. A common5

method involves deposition of radionuclides of interest on a disc, whose the identification6
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and quantification are measured in a vacuum chamber. The radioactive source should be7

as thin as possible in order to prevent energy loss and straggling by self-absorption and to8

identify alpha-emitting radionuclides by energy discrimination in the energy spectrum.9

This identification is performed through the centroid of peaks and the area beneath10

the peaks corresponds to the total activity of radionuclides. As a second method, al-11

pha counting could be performed with organic liquid scintillators, with a high counting12

efficiency [1].13

In the family of semiconductor detectors, the passivated planar detectors are the most14

used for alpha activity monitoring and radionuclides identification in the environment.15

The PIPS® detectors (Passivated Ion implant Planar Silicon) used in alpha spectrometry16

can not withstand an aggressive chemical and acid solution such as in nuclear effluents,17

making these detectors unappropriated for a direct measurement in situ [2], which would18

require to overlay the PIPS® with a protective material [3]. As a potential candidate,19

diamond materials exhibit radiation hardness and chemical inertness properties. These20

properties made it possible for polycrystalline diamond to be successfully used as an21

immersed detector of alpha particles in a concentrated plutonium solution in nitric acid22

(2 mol l−1), with a 239Pu concentration ranging from 10 to 100 mg l−1 [4]. In this23

configuration, the path length of the alpha track before reaching the detector corresponds24

to the thickness of the liquid crossed by alpha particles, limited by their range in water,25

i.e. a few tens of micrometer. This technique can only measure active material close to26

the detector. In particular, it is suitable for real-time extremely high activity levels but27

not for monitoring low activities in water.28

After this early success, diamond detector was improved by the use of synthetic di-29

amond as an active alpha-detector [5–9]. High quality diamond film can be produced30

by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) from a carbon precursor such as CH4 or CO2 and31

hydrogen. The carbon species and hydrogen must be activated since at low pressure,32

graphite is thermodynamically stable, and without activation, only graphite would be33

formed. Activation can be obtained at high temperature with a hot filament heated up34

to 2600 K, then atomic hydrogen is formed and the carbon species become activated35

in the vicinity of the hot metal. This method made possible the formation of poly-36

crystalline CVD diamond on large areas. Nucleation is a critical phase in the diamond37
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deposition process due to its strong influence on film roughness and pinhole formation.38

The substrate surface must be treated before deposition to achieve a high nuclei den-39

sity. As the temperature of the process is around 800-900� and high nuclei density is40

easier to achieve on carbide-forming material, diamond films are generally deposited on41

silicon-based material (Si, SiC, Si3N4) or refractory metals and alloys [10].42

In order to perform direct alpha spectrometry in a liquid sample, a preliminary work43

suggested combining the detection properties of a PIPS® detector with the diamond44

shielding and electrode properties to develop an hybrid Si-diamond detector electrode.45

This type of detector has been manufactured by de Sanoit et al. with a process of46

boron doped diamond chemical vapor deposition on the surface of a commercial PIPS®47

detector [11, 12]. The process consists in depositing actinides using an electrochemical48

technique directly onto the surface of the boron doped entrance window of the alpha49

detector, acting as a cathode [13, 14]. Then, the alpha activity of the deposited actinides50

could be measured by the PIPS® detector.51

However, the high temperature required in the diamond CVD process on silicon52

substrates could significantly reduce the detection properties of the PIPS® diode. The53

diffusion of implanted ions in silicon increases the dead zone of the diode, which could54

impact on the path of alpha particles before reaching the active part of the detector. In55

order to prevent this major drawback, it is imperative to avoid thermal processes and56

another method should be investigated.57

The use of a metal layer such gold or indium as a bonding layer between two materials58

could be an attractive alternative [15]. The application of such an innovative process will59

be a real breakthrough to the fabrication of a detector electrode. For this aim, the60

impact of the different layers and the feasibility of bonding a diamond electrode on a61

silicon detector has been studied. Monte-Carlo simulation has been used to design the62

new silicon detector by investigating the influence of the shielding, bonding, insulating63

and source layers on the detection properties over a range of alpha particle energies from64

4 to 5.5 MeV. Afterwards, a preliminary feasibility study has been realised, followed by65

the development of the fabrication process using boron doped diamond electrode and66

silicon detector.67
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2. Material, device and simulation68

2.1. Material69

2.1.1. Electroprecipitation and source deposition70

In order to carry out in situ direct measurements in effluents, the surface of the71

detector should be in contact with the liquid sample containing the radionuclides. In72

this configuration, an actinide electroprecipitation can be realised to form a radioactive73

source on the detector surface. Such a method involves the use of a potential gradient74

between two electrodes to materialise an hydroxide layer on the cathode surface, which75

is the required condition for the actinide precipitation (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Diagram of the actinide electroprecipitation between two working electrodes.

76

In aqueous solution, the range of potential is limited by the electrochemical water77

decomposition (through the system H2/H+ on the reduction side and the system H2O/O278

on the oxidation side). Performing the electrochemical reduction of dissolved oxygen79

in water (or water reduction) locally modifies the pH near the surface of the working80

electrode, that results in the formation of a base layer (pH 10-11 for the dissolved oxygen81

reduction, pH 12-13 for the water reduction). Increasing the pH of an aqueous solution82

containing actinide ions changes the structure of these ions: protons are expelled from83

the internal hydration sphere. In this way, the actinide ions accumulate hydroxyl ions84

(OH– ) in the internal sphere and form monohydroxo or polynuclear complexes. As final85

products, solid hydroxides precipitate on the cathode surface if the solubility product is86

exceeded [12–14]. As a preliminary study, such a process on a diamond electrode has87

been performed in a sodium sulfate aqueous solution (0.3 mol l−1, pH= 4) for a thorium88
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concentration of 10−3 mol l−1. The experiment was carried out inside a laminar mixing89

cell of 300 ml, using chronoamperometry method with an applied voltage of -1 V during90

20 hours. After drying, a yellow deposition was observed on the surface of the diamond91

electrode (Fig 2, left) and the thorium was identified by gamma spectrometry through92

its progenies, 228Ac, 212Pb and 208Tl (Fig. 2, right).93

It should be noted that this deposition was obtained after stopping the electropre-94

cipitation and evaporating the solution. So, the exact composition of the actinide gel95

formed at the electrode surface in the solution is not very well known, together with96

its thickness and density. Therefore, the radioactive source was supposed homogeneous,97

with a density similar to that of water.98
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Figure 2: Left: Thorium deposited on the surface of a boron doped diamond electrode. Right: Gamma
spectrum of thorium deposited on the boron doped diamond electrode.

2.1.2. Detector99

The detector investigated has been approximated by a slab of pure silicon with a100

2.54-cm diameter and 300-µm thickness with a density of 2.33 g cm−3, on top of which101

a diamond electrode of the same area is bonded with a Ti-Au layer. This bonding layer102

is composed of:103

� 100 nm of gold with a density of 19.30 g cm−3,104

� 50 nm of titanium with a density of 4.51 g cm−3. The use of Ti in the bonding105

layer facilitates Au adhesion on Si and SiO2.106

In the assembly process, this bonding layer is deposited on both parts, i.e. on the PIPS®107
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detector and on the diamond electrode.108

109

As for the diamond electrode, it is made up of two different layers:110

� the electrical insulating layer : silicon oxide SiO2 with 500-nm thick with a density111

of 2.65 g cm−3, and a silicon nitride Si3N4 with 200-nm thick with a density of 3.44112

g cm−3, used in the diamond chemical vapor deposition process to strengthen the113

adhesion of the diamond layer on SiO2.114

� the shielding layer is a polycrystalline diamond electrode with a density of 3.52 g115

cm−3 and doped with boron at around 8000 ppm, with an optimal thickness which116

was investigated by Monte-Carlo simulation.117

Without information on the energy resolution, the simulated detector is supposed118

ideal.119

Fig. 3 shows the stacking of all different layers, corresponding to the different config-120

urations of the detector:121

� bare Si diode, corresponding to the PIPS® detector,122

� PIPS® detector with the electrical insulating layer (SiO2/Si3N4)123

� PIPS® detector with the insulating layer and the shielding layer in CVD diamond.124

This configuration would correspond to the growth of CVD diamond on the PIPS®125

detector, which was the first process investigated by de Sanoit et al.126

� PIPS® detector with the bonding layer of Ti/Au for the assembly with the insu-127

lating layer and the CVD diamond. The last diagram corresponds to this project128

with a gold layer for the bonding of the diamond electrode on the Si diode. The129

use of Ti in the bonding layer facilitates Au adhesion on Si and SiO2.130

2.2. Monte-Carlo simulation131

The MCNP6 (Monte-Carlo N-Particle) code [18] was used to model the detector132

with the different added layers and a radioactive water source, with a density of 1 g133

cm−3, in accordance with section 2.1.1. The considered case uses an aqueous solution134
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Figure 3: Diagram (not to scale) of the different slabs used to study the impact of the coating layers on
alpha particle measurement.

containing diluted 241Am (5.49 MeV) for a mono energetic source, as well as 241Am,135

239Pu (5.16 MeV) and 235U (4.40 MeV) for a multi energetic source. Alpha particles136

were generated randomly throughout the volume of the simulated source, with an energy137

cut-off lowered to 1 keV. The observable or estimator, called tally in MCNP6, used for138

modelling the detector response is the F8 tally, which provides the pulse height created by139

alpha particles in the detector. Each run used 106 alpha particle as histories (one history140

is the complete description for one particle of its transport and interactions through141

matter) and the uncertainties on the number of counts were about 1.1%.142

Energy loss for alpha particles is directly linked to the stopping power in every mate-143

rial (Fig. 4). Monte-Carlo simulation enables to take into account the energy and range144

straggling, behind the spread of energies after the monoenergetic alpha particles pass145

through a given thickness of material slab [1].146

3. Simulation results147

3.1. Influence of the diamond layer thickness148

The constraints for the thickness of the diamond layer concern mainly the limitation149

of the particle energy attenuation, the modification of peak shape (width and height) and150

the conservation of the diamond properties as electrode. The thickness for the diamond151

layer investigated ranges from 0.1 to 1 µm, corresponding to the minimal deposited thick-152

ness achievable by the industrial partner, NeoCoat (La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland),153

and an arbitrary maximum source thickness until total attenuation of alpha particles by154

the diamond layer.155
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Figure 4: Stopping power of water, gold, silicon and silicon dioxide normalized to their densities [17].

As Fig. 5 shows, the peak shape does not change from 0.1 to 1 µm, but the energy156

of the incident alpha particle shifts linearly to the lower energies and the height of the157

peak decreases. During its path in diamond, the energy of the incident alpha particle158

is attenuated. The thicker the diamond, the more the particle loses energy during its159

crossing. Increasing the thickness of the diamond layer broadens the peak. For such a160

thickness, the surface roughness, typically between 10 and 30 nm, could have a weak161

influence on the detection.
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Figure 5: Plot of the simulated alpha spectra as a function of CVD diamond thickness.

162

Another parameter to take into account is the resistivity of the electrode: according163
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to the boron doping level, a diamond electrode of 100 nm has approximately a resistivity164

of 20 mΩ cm, while a thicker diamond electrode of 1 µm could reach a resistivity of 5 mΩ165

cm, due to the effect of grain boundary. So our choice must be a compromise between166

the lower thickness and the best conductivity. In this way, optimal working electrode167

properties requires a thickness between 0.3 and 0.4 µm. For these thicknesses, decrease168

in full height was between 31.8% and 42.8%.169

3.2. Attenuation by insulating, shielding and bonding layers170

Fig. 6 shows the initial alpha peak on the Si-diode, then with the presence of different171

slabs (insulating, bonding and diamond shielding, as shown in Fig. 3). Table 1 gives some172

parameter values characterizing the alpha peaks: the centroid, the full height (FH), the173

full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the area.174

For an arbitrarily chosen source thickness of 100 nm, the identification of the most175

attenuating layer is possible. In this configuration, the insulating layer shifts the centroid176

2.73% to lower energies and attenuates the intensity (FH) 82.45% from those values of177

the incident alpha particle in the Si-diode. The shielding and bonding layers provide178

respectively an attenuation of 5.85% and 2.21% of the initial FH peak (FHSi). The179

insulating layer increases the FWHM from 0.02 MeV to 0.13 MeV, whereas the shielding180

layer increases it only from 0.13 to 0.18 MeV and the bonding layer from 0.18 to 0.22 MeV181

(Table 1). Attenuations due to the bonding and shielding layers are negligible compared182

to the attenuation due to the insulating layer.183

Layer Centroid FH FWHM Normalized ∆FH/FHSi

(MeV) (Normalized counts) (MeV) peak area (%)
Detector (Si – 300 µm) 5.49 1.36. 10−1 0.02 4.96. 10−1 –

Insulating (SiO2 + Si3N4 – 700 nm) 5.34 2.39. 10−2 0.13 4.74. 10−1 82.45
Shielding (Diamond – 374 nm) 5.26 1.59. 10−2 0.18 4.61. 10−1 5.85

Bonding (Au+Ti – 150 nm) 5.19 1.29. 10−2 0.22 4.51. 10−1 2.21

Table 1: Characteristics for the simulated alpha peaks according to the different layers.

3.3. Source self absorption184

Controlling the source thickness on the detector surface could be interesting to limit185

the self absorption of alpha particles in order to perform a real identification of radionu-186

clides in the liquid solution. In this way, a limit of source thickness could be defined,187
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Figure 6: MCNP6 simulation of the alpha spectra for the different detector configurations shown in Fig.
3. The source is 0.1 µm thick and it is composed of water containing 241Am, with a density of 1 g cm−3.

beyond which the apparent activity remains constant (due to a source thickness greater188

than alpha particle path), but mainly because the radionuclide identification could not189

be performed in the absence of distinctive peaks.190

In this configuration, the detector is composed of four different layers described in191

section 2.1.2 and Fig. 3, with the CVD diamond slab thickness set to 300 nm.192

3.3.1. Mono-energetic source193

For this aim, a mono energetic source, containing 241Am (5.49 MeV), has been simu-194

lated. The investigated thickness for the source layer, from 0.1 µm to 10 µm, corresponds195

to an ideal source and a more realistic one. The source thickness depends on the time196

required by actinide electroprecipitation process as well as the hydrodynamics conditions197

inside the cell. The upper thickness corresponds to the alpha particle range at 5.49 MeV198

in water and is achievable by micro-fluidic cell or actinide electrodeposition.199

Fig. 7 and Table 2 show the impact of the source thickness on the peak shape. As the200

thickness of the source increases, the height of the peak decreases, also with a growing201

broadening. With a thickness between 0.1 and 2 µm, the peak shape appears to be202

well defined. For thicker sources, beyond 2 µm, the widening of the peak prevents the203
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identification of its centroid, which is a major concern for alpha spectrometry. However,204

the simulated activity decreases linearly as the thickness of the source increases. Such205

results suggest that the measurement of the global activity could be performed with this206

kind of detector without a complete source formation process.207
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Figure 7: MCNP6 simulation of the impact of the source thickness on alpha measurement.

Source thickness Centroid FH FWHM Normalized
(µm) (MeV) (Normalized counts) (MeV) peak area
0.10 5.18 1.22. 10−2 0.21 4.63. 10−1

0.50 5.12 1.08. 10−2 0.25 4.59. 10−1

1.00 5.05 8.47. 10−3 0.31 4.53. 10−1

2.00 4.93 5.85. 10−3 0.5 4.43. 10−1

5.00 4.44 2.70. 10−3 1.23 4.11. 10−1

10.00 – 1.36. 10−3 – 3.55. 10−1

Table 2: Characteristics of the simulated spectra according to the source thickness.

3.3.2. Multi energetic source208

In the following case, a multi energetic source, containing 241Am (5.49 MeV) 239Pu209

(5.16 MeV) and 235U (4.40 MeV) with the same volumetric activity, has been simulated210

to investigate the limits for the energy discrimination in such an experimental setup.211

Fig. 8 shows the influence of source thickness on the shape of peaks related to the212
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three actinides. For a source thickness between 0.1 and 1 µm, the three peaks remain213

identifiable. The thicker the source, the wider the peaks and the centroids of the peaks214

shift to lower energies. At 2 µm thick, the peak height is truncated, the discrimination215

between the peaks of 239Pu and 241Am begins to be problematic due to the widening216

of the FWHM. For a higher source thickness, the distinction between 235U, 239Pu and217

241Am could not be performed, due to the strong self absorption of the source.218
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Figure 8: MCNP6 alpha particle spectra for a detector-electrode with different source thicknesses con-
taining 241Am, 239Pu and 235U.

4. Feasibility study for assembly219

4.1. Assembly process220

Thermocompression bonding at room temperature (15 – 25�) was studied to as-221

semble a boron doped diamond (BDD) electrode on the surface of the silicon detector.222

This process involves a clean room technique developed by F. Bassignot et al [15]: a thin223

layer of titanium/gold was first deposited by sputtering on the surface of both substrates.224

These substrates were then pre-bonded by mechanical compression of their metallized225

surfaces into a wafer bonding machine (EVG 501). Once the pre-bonding was done, the226

bonding process was completed by applying a strong pressure to the stack with an hy-227
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draulic press. This last step should remove most of gluing defects due to surface flatness,228

total thickness variation and bow/wrap defects.229

For this method, polished surfaces of optical quality were necessary to assure the230

bonding of the different substrates. A surface roughness of 30 nm and 1 nm were respec-231

tively measured for the diamond layer and the silicon detector. The measured surface232

roughness for both materials is lower than the limit of 80 nm required for a successful233

thermocompression bonding.234

We remind that the electrode structure is composed of a boron doped diamond on a235

Si3N4/SiO2 layer on a pure silicon wafer, with a total thickness around 1 µm. Due to236

the impossibility of handling such a thin material, the simplest way was to deposit on237

the free diamond surface an insulating layer, eroding the SiO2 layer to have a surface238

roughness of 10 nm and then depositing the bonding layer of Ti/Au. Finally, the initial239

layers SiO2/Si3N4 and Si wafer, on which the CVD diamond growth was made, had to240

be removed (section 4.3).241

4.2. Bonding tests242

Separate preliminary adhesion tests of the thermocompression bonding layer were243

performed, for a diamond electrode and a pure silicon wafer (electrode-Si wafer), for244

a PIPS® detector and a pure silicon wafer (detector-Si wafer). The strength of the245

bonding was investigated by performing tearing test on the silicon layer with a tweezer246

and mechanical engraving. The electrode-Si wafer bonding was good enough to resist247

mechanical engraving. The detector-Si wafer bonding was not satisfying, due to the248

convexity of the detector surface. Removing the detector from its casing reduced the249

pressure applied on it and also its convexity, which enabled a satisfactory bonding on a250

silicon wafer (Fig. 9).251

The final test was for the assembly of the electrode and the PIPS® detector (electrode-252

detector). Sticking the BDD on the detector surface required the deposition of a Si3N4/SiO2253

layer on the BDD surface, then mechanically polished to clear surface defects of the254

electrode. After this intermediate step, the detector-electrode bonding was successfully255

achieved (Fig. 10).256
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Figure 9: BDD electrode bonded on top of a silicon wafer (left) and silicon wafer bonded on top of the
detector (right)

Figure 10: BDD electrode bonded on top of a PIPS® detector with gold (100 nm) and titanium (50 nm).
Left: After mechanical etching. Middle: After etching with KOH. Right: After etching with HF−HNO3.

4.3. Surface etching257

Once the bonding completed, the etching process of the electrode surface layer was258

necessary to release the detector active aperture from the original silicon substrate of the259

BDD. The first step used a mechanical etching to lower the high purity silicon substrate260

of the BDD electrode to 50 µm thick. Then the detector has been immersed in a KOH261

solution, to remove the silicon substrate without damage on the silica layer. This etching262

step has been followed by a mixed solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and nitric acid263

(HNO3) to remove the silica and silicone nitride layers above the electrode. Fig. 10 shows264

that the KOH did not remove successfully the silicon substrate and that the hydrofluoric265

acid was too aggressive and strongly altered the detector surface, the bonding area and266

the diamond electrode. Hydrofluoric acid behaves like a gas, the presence of defects at267

the interface gold-material or Au-Au promotes its diffusion through the material, thus268

resulting in these unwanted damages (Fig. 10).269

5. Discussion270

A 0.3 to 0.4 µm thin shielding layer of diamond material on top of a standard PIPS®271

detector would have a limited impact with regard to the alpha spectrometry properties272
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of the device (Fig. 5). However, the insulating layer, required to perform both actinide273

electro-chemically assisted precipitation and alpha spectrometry, reduces the detection274

properties of the detector-electrode (Fig. 6). In those cases, a 0.1 µm thick source has275

been simulated, that corresponds to an ideal source. The thickness of the source could276

impact significantly the quality of the alpha spectra, since a 241Am source emits alpha277

particles that are detected at energies below 4 MeV (Fig. 7). Below a source thickness278

of 2 µm, the peaks from 235U, 239Pu and 241Am could be identifiable for an alpha multi-279

energetic source. Above 2 µm, signals from 235U and 239Pu are completely hidden by280

the signal from 241Am (Fig. 8).281

The feasibility study revealed that the detector and the electrode surfaces are not282

perfectly flat. The thermal process used to produce CVD diamond and silicon detector283

was responsible of this significant drawback. On the other hand, the pressure applied284

in its case was causing the convexity of the detector. Opening the case of the PIPS®285

detector allowed to reduce this problem and successfully perform thermocompression286

bonding with a Ti-Au layer between diamond electrode and silicon detector (Fig. 9).287

The surface etching with hydrofluoric acid was too aggressive for the detector (Fig. 10).288

To prevent this, a dry etching process was chosen and a plasma etching process is thus289

under study. It allowed to reach a remaining thickness of 1.6 µm on the surface of the290

diamond electrode.291

6. Conclusion292

The feasibility of a new alpha detector-electrode, combining Si diode and CVD di-293

amond assembled by thermocompression, and its impact on detection properties were294

investigated. To preserve the boron doped diamond shielding and electrode properties295

with a low attenuation of the incident alpha particle energy, the diamond thickness should296

be kept between 300 nm and 400 nm. The insulating layer is responsible for most of the297

attenuation in the energy of alpha particles. On the other hand, the contribution of298

the bonding layer on attenuation could be neglected. For an ideal detector in terms of299

resolution and an homogeneous source thinner than 2 µm, the identification of alpha300

emitters with similar volumetric activities could be performed. Such conditions could be301

achieved by performing actinides electrodeposition in a well-mixed aqueous solution.302
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Concerning the assembly process, thermocompression of diamond electrode on the sili-303

con detector surface was successfully achieved without visible damage on both substrates.304

However, this process requires a roughness under 10 nm and can only be performed in305

clean room conditions. As releasing the active window is still under development, other306

experiments are focused on the dry attack of the diamond substrates.307
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